2003 ford expedition fuse box recall

Power mirror switch, Power mirrors non-memory , Driver seat switch memory , Memory module
logic power. Headlamp switch parklamps and switch backlight feed , Parklamps, License plate
lamps, Foglamp relay coil, Trailer tow electric brake controller illumination , BSM autolamp,
parklamps Foglamp indicator. Rear window defroster switch, Rear window defroster indicator
climate control head , Heated outside mirrors. Trailer tow back-up lamps relay, Trailer tow
7â€”wire connector back-up lamps , Trailer tow parklamp relay, Trailer tow 7â€” and 4â€”pin
connectors parklamps. Fuel pump relay, Fuel pump shut-off switch, Fuel pump driver module,
Fuel pump motor. Moonroof switch illumination, Radio delayed accessory feed , Flip window
switch, Flip window motors, EHAM antenna amplifier navigation radio. Trailer tow electric brake
controller, Trailer tow 7â€”wire connector electric brake. Instrument cluster high beam
indicator, High beam headlamps. Console power points front and rear of console , Instrument
panel power point bench seat. Trailer tow battery charge relay, Trailer tow 7â€”way connector
battery charge. Driver seat motor switch non-memory , Memory module, Power memory mirrors,
Adjustable pedals switch and motor. Rear window defroster relay, Rear window defroster grid,
Heated mirrors Fuse 8. Power windows circuit breaker , Main window switch, Window motors,
Window switches, Moonroof module. Hi-beam relay: Fuse 35, Hi-beam headlamps, Hi-beam
indicator. Rear window defrost relay: Fuse 8 heated mirrors , Rear window defroster, Heated
outside mirrors, Rear window defroster indicator climate control head. Trailer tow battery
charge relay: Trailer tow 7â€”wire connector battery charge. Trailer tow park lamp relay: Trailer
tow 7â€”wire and 4â€”wire connectors park lamps. Trailer tow back-up lamp relay: Trailer tow
7â€”wire connector back-up lamps. More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings.
Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test
simulates a head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side
Barrier test simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at
The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The
Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control
scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this
year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected.
Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other
equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety
problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be
repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the
manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of
Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle
Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison
Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star
ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety problem?
Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Ford Expedition based on all problems reported for the Expedition. Was driving
car had at least 80 miles when car cut off at light in would not come back on so I had replaced
fuel pump only to find out my fuse box isn't reading my fuel relays from the burning relays
replaced. Keeps blowing the fuel pump reply. We have had to replace the reply 4 times in the
last few days. After removing the reply from the fuse panel and looking at the port it is burning
both fuse and fuse panel. This happen when we are running and when the fuse blows it kills the
vehicle right away in the middle of the street. This has happened 3 times, first time stopped at a
red light, when foot was put onto gas to go vehicle instantly lost power with no stuttering or
stalling and had to put in park turn key over to go again. Second time, going 65 down the
highway vehicle suddenly acted like it lost power and speed decreased, pulled over to side of
highway and put in park and started right up. Third time, going 65 down highway started to act
like it was losing power and showed dash lights as if all power was cut short and then gained all
power back without having to pull over and restart. The truck would just turn off while driving at
55 or 60 miles an hour , no steeringwas on highway ,no brakes put in neural to get to side of
road with cars all around me. The vehicle was stationary, when unlocking the vehicle with the
keyless entry, it moved the sideview mirrors and never movws back. I put the mirrors back
where they belong and every following time when I unlock the vehicle with the key fob, it
continues to do the same. I bought the vehicle this way. Sunroof leaks badly it has fuse box
shorting out. When it rains my windows go up down alone. All lights shorted out and nothing
working any longer. Had fuel pump replace, 2 weeks later same problem. Had to have it towed
again fuse was replace. Ford motor company don't think this should be a recall issue. They just
came out with the latest update fuse box in I have a huge problem with my 03 Ford Expedition
shutting of randomly it is very dangerous on highways you lose power steering and all power to

motor almost caused accidents many times I believe many people have this problem and it all
relates to the fuse box please make this a recall so many people can get hurt or even killed. The
engine stops running without warning. All of a sudden the engine shuts down. I put the vehicle
in neutral and engaged the flashers. I tried to restart the vehicle while maneuvering to the side
of the road avoiding multiple close calls. Once stopped, I put the vehicle in park and tried to
restart. After a couple of minutes the car restarted. I took the vehicle to the autozone to see if
there were any fault codes. One code indicated the fuel pump was an issue. They advised me
that they have seen this before and directed me to go to the dealership. The dealership could
not look at it immediately so I had my son pick me up with another vehicle. When I got home I
searched the web and found that this is a common failure for this vehicle. The blogs and
comments are of multiple near missed collisions among other things. This part failure happened
on vehicles that were less than one year old. It can happen at anytime to any Ford Expedition.
This part was redesigned for later Ford Expeditions because Ford knew of the problem. If you
contact any pick and pull salvage yard you will find that all of these central junction box fuse
boxes are not available since everyone tries to replace them by themselves because of the high
costs. Also, there are multiple companies that will repair the faulty part with a re-engineered
circuit. This should have been a safety recall in the first year. It is very dangerous and lives are
at stake. Tl- the contact owns a Ford Expedition. The contact stated that on occasions the
vehicle would not immediately start due to a faulty fuse box. The fuse box was replaced by the
owner and the failure was remedied. The contact indicated that eventually while driving the
vehicle shut completely off and could not be restarted. The cause of the failure was not
determined. The manufacturer and local dealer vista Ford located in woodland hills CA. Were
notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , The complaint is in regards to the circuit board.
The car may stop at random times. We have been in the vehicle going 35 miles an hour and the
car suddenly stopped. It appeared that it was a fuse that burned out. That seemed to fix the
problem temporarily but then it happened again at a higher speed. Luckily there were no
injuries. Ford seems to be aware of this problem and should issue a recall. I was told from
dealership that what happens is that the water runs down the side and gets into the fuse box.
This is causing a short. So, the reason it worked the first time was because we added a new
fuse. But, the second time that it stopped it burned the fuse box. After researching this issue it
appears to be a number of complains with the same issue. Ford should issue recall. Fuel pump
relay shorted out in motion. Highway and city streets. Steering locks up engine just dies in
motion. Super dangerous and scary replaced fuse box and same thing happened again. No
power steering engine just dies in motion. So scary on highway 75 mph. Vehicle stall while
driving freeway. My wife first then I experience myself stall vehicle on fast lane very dangerous.
Vehicle just shut off cannot steer the wheel lucky enough to glide to safety side. Fuse box
burning the fuel pump relay lots of complaint in internet how many lives to waste before anyone
act on it. Fuse relays keep burning out! I have brought over 10 relays in 2 weeeks. I have done
my research and this is a common problem with all Fords and is very exspensive to fix. I was
shocked to find that it has not been recalled! I was told I had to replace the entire fuse box but
eventually I will have the same problem out of that fuse box because thus is a defect in all Ford
Expeditions. The car cuts off while driving and has almost caused me to be in 2 very dangerous
car accidents! Credit acceptance corporation w twelve mile road p. Box southfield,mi installed a
gps device when I purchsed this vehicle used. I had it replaced once by the dealer because it
not only disabled the vehicle when not moving,but it created a dangerous problem when I was
driving cutting the vehicles power off. Credit acceptance denies they had anything to do with it.
This started to happen when I fell behind on payments. While driving on the highway at 70 mph,
the vehicle just suddenly lost power and shut down. I managed to get the vehicle to the side of
the road. After a few minutes it started and I continued on, after a few miles the same thing
happened again. I got it started again and was trying to make a rest stop a few miles away.
While pulling into the rest stop the vehicle lost power again and resulted in a collision because
of no steering or brakes. The loss of power happened 8 times that day. While looking for
answers about the problem, I found on the nhtsb website that other vehicles of the same make,
model and year also experienced this same problem that turned out to be a problem with the
fuse block. I took it to a Ford dealership to have it checked out. They said it was a fuel pump
issue. That would not cause a loss of power. I took it to another mechanic who did find that it
was indeed a faulty fuse block. The same mechanic told me that this was not the first time they
had come across this problem. This is a dangerous condition that needs to be rectified before
someone loses their life in an accident because of this. The loss of power occurs without any
warning or check engine lights or codes. My passenger window and both back windows have
dropped several times. I have had to have this fixed more than once on the back passenger side
window, what happens is ill try to put the window up and the window motor makes a struggling

noise and I am unable to roll up the window. At this point I'm sure it must be a defect because of
how it has happened to each window more than once. Also the bumper that goes around the
entire car is extremely faded and I am unable to get fixed I have gone to get estimates for a pain
job but have been told due to the material it is just going to fade I would need to get it sanded
and have them do some special treatment I cant afford and they will not just paint over it for me
because they guarantee there work and would have to redo it too often. All the Expeditions I see
have the exact same issue. Cars stalled while turning left against traffic. Would not start right
away. Had to wait a few minutes trying to start it and finally it started and I could clear the
intersection. Very dangerous and fortunate that oncoming traffic was able to stop. Have cleaned
throttle body, aic but fuse on fuse box is melted causing intermittent operation. Started out
once a month and now frequently to include this last one in traffic. This specific make and
model year has a defective fuse box which case a fuse called a pcm relay to melt and causes
the vehicle to stall and not start. The fuse box will buzz continuously but the vehicle does not
start. Ford is well aware of this issue as there are thousands of forums online that refer to this
specific manufacturer defect. I've spent thousands replacing parts that did not need repair. Ford
needs to foot the bill for this defect because it's a manufacture's defect not a consumer wear
and tear issue. The contact stated that the vehicle was jerking violently and stalling
intermittently on several occasions. The contact was able to restart the vehicle after several
attepts. The vehicle was taken to an independent repair shop who diagnosed that the coil
springs needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The vehicle was not able to be
driven at this time. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approxiate failure mileage
was , Tl-the contact owns a Ford Expedition. The contact stated that her vehicle caught fire
while parked in her driveway. The vehicle burned down to the frame and fire report was filed.
The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The VIN was not available. Engine wont
turn off with keys taken out, dashlights on and off, air conditioner came on when door was
opened, warning bell and no keys in ignition, head and tail lights remain on, side mirrors move
and will not go back, when key pod used all these problems go off at the same time. The engine
would randomly shut off with no warning. Sometimes the engine would shut off while driving,
other times would shut off at a stop light. The issue happened 10 times over a 3 day period. I
was lucky to not crash as the engine died once while making a turn on a busy road. Once it
died, so did the power steering and brakes - very scary. There were no engine codes that came
up and no indication anything was wrong, the engine would simply shut off. While diagnosing
the issue I did some internet research that indicated it could be the fuel pump relay issue. The
fuel pump relay is a non-serviceable relay that is soldered to the main fuse box circuit board. I
removed the fuse box and disassembled it revealing the fuel pump relay was getting hot and
had melted the solder on the board. When the relay cooled, the solder made contact and the
engine would start right up. When driving the solder would warm up and break contact. This
would shut the fuel pump off and the engine would die. There are reports of this all over the
internet. The only repair for this item was to replace the main circuit board as the relay cannot
be replaced without soldering to the circuit board. Once the fuse box was replaced, the issue
was resolved. I believe this could potentially be a huge problem and could lead to serious
accidents. I have read this problem affects numerous years of the Ford Expedition. The car was
running well and suddenly it die. No lights in dash board, no shakes, no any previous sign of
trouble. Simply it die. I pumped the accelerator pedal and the car continue running. Next time,
few days after the incident, the car does the same. This time do not continue running when I
pump gas. I have to put in neutral and start it again. It start at once. Could be more than two
weeks without signal of problem and then, it happen again. Some other time, it happen 4 or 5
times in a half hour trip. The contact owns a Ford Expedition. The contact stated that the fuse
box in the vehicle smelled like smoke and was overheating. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where it was diagnosed that the fuse box needed to be replaced. On Feb 13, 14 the door locks
on the right hand side of the Expedition failed to lock when the car was placed into motion which made the car venerable to entry or exit with or without stopping. Two weeks a go the
same thing has happened to the left side of the car have an appointment for Monday Feb 23 to
investigate the door locking problem. Bulbs melting third brake light assembly internally. This
happened to original and recently replaced unit. Unit is now defective. Was driving the
Expedition on interstate 10 near pensacola, when the vehicle shut off. The car coasted to a stop,
luckily I did not cause a wreck and my family and I was safe. It has happened several times, at
least 10 so far. We have replaced the fuel pump, fuel pump relay switch, the fuel filter, had the
injectors inspected and it still does it. I did some research into the problem and it turns out the
right side front passenger window leaks down onto the interior fuse panel and is causing the
electrical system to short out. In all cases once the vehicle cools down, the car starts right back
up again. I have taken it to 4 garages and now I have it at the Ford dealership in pensacola.

Where they are looking at it. It turns out that the p code keeps re-appearing in the system fuel
pump relay circuitry which shows the problem could be the fuse panel since the fuses are
soldered to the board and not plugged in. Hopefully Ford recognizes this problem and will order
a recall soon. There are many issues and concerns about my Ford Expedition. From reverse
back up sensor blinkers windows, four way flashers, cd player, four wheel drive, wipers, back
up lights, power mirrors, power seats, dash board gages, power locks, all will stop working
suddenly at different periods of times. Ford has staitef there are no recalls for this years make
and model when all owners of this vehicle have complained about all of these issues. The
internet is pasted with similar issues and Ford is taking people's money to try and fix all the
issues and never completely fixing the issue. I need an answer to my problem and I want Ford
to buy back my vehicle. The fire marshall determinded that our Ford Expedition was to blame
and that it started under the hood, somewhere in the electrical. We only had liability only on 2 of
the 3 vehicles in the shop along with our motorcycle and trailer so they were not covered by
insurance. I think Ford should of compensated us for the items we did not get paid for. They
should do a recall on this vehicle, and compansate the people that had fires with this vehicle.
After making a complete stop at a traffic light I made a left turn and began to accelerate when I
heard a loud pop which at first I thought was a tire blow out. The engine was running so
erratically that I could feel it in my steering. We inspected the vehicle for a flat when we noticed
every tire was fine. I opened the hood and removed the top cover to the engine to discover a
spark plug laying on top of the engine and the coil that was once attached blown off of the plug
and damaged off to the side still connected to its electrical source. This cold have caused a fire.
For the record these plugs were the original factory spark-plugs. Via the internet I have
discovered this website to file a complaint. At am, was woke up by the police and fire
department who responded to a call in of our vehicle, a Ford Expedition being on fire. Based on
the information received from the fire crew chief, the fire had started in the engine compartment,
on the driver's side, and appeared to be electrical in nature. The car had last been used the prior
night at 8pm, when we returned from eating dinner, and had remained idle since that time. Upon
hearing our story, several friends mentioned that they had read stories about Ford vehicles that
had an issue with the cruise control switch causing fires, even in vehicles that had remained
idle for several hours. I checked and it does not appear there were any recalls for my vehicle's
year, but had been for the prior year's Read more Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1.
Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4.
Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problem 7.
Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9. Electrical System problem Other
Electrical System related problems of the Ford Expedition. Electrical System problems Wiring
problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Battery problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Dash
Wiring problems. Starter problems. O2 Sensor problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Underhood Wiring problems. Back Up Alarm problems. I have a Ford Expedition 4. She called
me, told the problem, got the car to our house with a tow truck that a friend of mine owns. I'm a
SE ratified mechanic technician, fuel injection, carburetors, electrical, etc. I checked the pump,
it worked, I check the fuse, it was fine.. The problem was that there is an internal relay for the
fuse pump and that is the problem. Again, luckily not heavy traffic on the fwy. I was able to pull
to the emergency lane, tow my truck to my house and I'm working on getting the fuse box
refurbish by a company named gaugerepairman, it's on eBay. This is a serious problem
someone or family's can result in danger, fatality. Please, if any one else is going through this,
post complaints so Ford Can take care of this problem or maybe we all just should do a lawsuit
for Diligence. Back in March I was driving my Expedition to work since my wife mentioned that it
was dying on her. It did not die on my way to work but on my way to help a friend out it died!
Now I am stuck on the freeway was going 60 mph had to pull over really quick since it was heat
of the day traffic 5pm. Had to wait up to a minute than it started right back up. Drove another
few miles and bam same thing happens. Went through common issues first spent about 2 hours
checking fuses, battery, alternator. Then I went to fuel tank to check the fuel pump you have to
drop the fuel tank usually a good idea to have another person along with you to help with the
weight. NOW I am scratching my head as to what could be the problem. Just to remind you the
SUV still starts but never stays on for more than a min or 2 at this point. Went online scouring
the internet to see if anyone else has run into same issues that I have. Finally found a helpful
tips on Youtube which shows if you take the fuse box completely out and completely apart there
is a circuit board in there that has a melted relay that runs for your fuel pump. There are a few
people online Ebay that will fix that portion for you but the main problem is that water is allowed
to get in there via the sun roof. So I have since bought a brand new fuse box which doesn't
allow water into the box and also redirected the drain tube for the sun roof. So if you have this
issue please take the time to do as I have and post something on here or anywhere so that

others can find a solution to there issue ten times faster than going through a ton of things and
most likely a lot of money. Ford does know this is an issue and should be issuing a recall. If
there is a sunroof, the drain runs down the passenger side and somehow gets in behind the
fuse block causing condensation to build up on the block and causing it to short out after time.
They should look into this to find out where the leak is, and fix the problem, and replace the
block. This was a problem that would happen irregularly. The picture shows a hole melted in the
corner of the integrated fuel pump relay and discoloration on the circuit board caused by a bad
solder connection. This situation is potentially a dangerous on
nissan xterra brake rotors
2005 dodge ram 2500 trailer wiring diagram
01 dodge stratus se
e when the vehicle stalls in an intersection with my wife driving. The vehicle was really
undependable until spending a lot of time and money and hours on computer forums to repair
the problem myself. A lot of Expedition and Lincoln Navigator owners have had the same
problem. I truly believe that Ford Motor Company Knows about this problem poor quality
control and should have been a recall situation. No computer error stating problem. Wasted
time, missed work, could not tell or know when it would shut off. Independent auto mechanic
garage made correct diagnosis in 20 minutes, ordered board and replaced. Has worked fine
since. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Find a good Ford mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:.

